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My research interests lie at the boundary of probability theory and real analysis, mainly in the area of
heat kernel analysis. This field is concerned with the properties of solutions of the heat equation and its
generalizations, and the stochastic processes to which they correspond. The classical example is the heat
equation on Rn, whose corresponding process is Brownian motion, but I am particularly interested in study-
ing these ideas in spaces that are significantly different from Rn. For example, one can consider spaces with
curvature (Riemannian manifolds), spaces where certain directions are preferred (sub-Riemannian man-
ifolds), spaces lacking regularity (fractals), or infinite-dimensional spaces (abstract Wiener space). The
study of these problems has connections to many fields, including potential theory; geometric, functional,
and stochastic analysis; and differential geometry.

Classically, the connections between PDE and probability theory are exemplified by the relationship in
Rn between the Laplace operator ∆, and Brownian motion Bt, a stochastic process describing the (random)
position at time t of a randomly moving particle (see Figure 1). If the particle is started at some point x
and its position is observed at some later time t, the probability density that the particle is near a point y is
given by the Gaussian distribution pt(x, y) = (2πt)−n/2e−|x−y|2/2t (Figure 2). It is no coincidence that pt(x, y)
is also the fundamental solution of the classical heat equation (∂t −

1
2∆)u = 0 on Rn. Indeed, Brownian

motion gives a simple probabilistic model for heat flow and other diffusive phenomena, which are described
deterministically by the heat equation. Many of the properties of the Brownian motion process Bt correspond
directly to statements about the differential operator ∆ and its semigroup, resolvent, harmonic functions, heat
kernel, solutions of elliptic and parabolic PDE and so on.

There are many contexts where one sees generalizations of this correspondence. For instance, on a
Riemannian manifold M, one may consider the Laplacian (or Laplace-Beltrami operator) ∆ associated to the
Riemannian metric, corresponding to a “Brownian motion” process which in a sense respects the geometry

Figure 1: Brownian motion in the plane.
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Figure 2: The heat kernel pt(x, y) for R2, also known as the Gaussian distribution.

of M. The relationship between the geometry of M and the operator ∆ is the purview of the field of geometric
analysis, which is quite relevant to my work.

More abstractly, the elegant theory of Dirichlet forms [12] connects a stochastic process on an arbitrary
state space X, equipped with a reference measure µ, with an operator L on the Hilbert space L2(X, µ) via a
bilinear form E on L2(X, µ). (In the classical case discussed above, X = Rn, µ = m is Lebesgue measure,
L = 1

2∆ is half the Laplacian, and E( f ) = 1
2

∫
Rn |∇ f |2 dm is the energy form.) Working in this context, many

of the correspondences alluded to above can be stated and proved in great generality.
Thus, there are many settings, often quite unlike Rn, where one has natural analogues of Brownian

motion, the Laplacian, and the heat equation. One can then ask how much of the vast classical theory
from Rn carries over to some of these other settings. I have studied questions such as uniqueness and
representation of nonnegative solutions of the heat equation, Gaussian heat kernel estimates, and various
functional inequalities. This is a very active and fruitful area of research, in which new connections are
continually being discovered, yet much remains unknown.

In elementary PDE theory, one learns about the Cauchy or initial-value problem for the classical heat
equation on Rn:

∂tu(t, x) −
1
2
∆u(t, x) = 0, t > 0, x ∈ Rn

u(0, x) = u0(x), x ∈ Rn.

This simple linear PDE describes (among other phenomena) the evolution of temperature u, starting from
an initial temperature distribution u0, as heat flows through Rn. It is easy to show that solutions to this
problem exist, by representing them in terms of a fundamental solution; unfortunately, such solutions are
not unique, and one can write simple counterexamples. However, in 1944 D. Widder showed that if one
considers only nonnegative solutions u ≥ 0, then uniqueness does hold [21]. Nonnegativity is a natural
physical assumption, since in real life temperatures cannot be less than absolute zero.

In a recent paper [11], joint work with L. Saloff-Coste, we prove an extension of this theorem to sym-
metric local Dirichlet spaces. A local Dirichlet space consists of a topological or metric space X, a measure
µ on X, and a bilinear form E on L2(X, µ), all of which satisfy certain assumptions that essentially promise
that they relate to one another in the same way as Rn with its Lebesgue measure m and its energy form
E( f , g) = 1

2

∫
Rn ∇ f · ∇g dm. In this setting, one can show that there exists a stochastic process on X which

plays the role of Brownian motion, and one can also formulate a notion of a solution of the heat equation,
a so-called “local weak solution.” Local Dirichlet spaces are general enough to include spaces such as Rie-
mannian manifolds, sub-Riemannian manifolds (described further, below), and several classes of fractals,
for which the Dirichlet structure is the only known way to construct a notion of “heat flow” and Brownian
motion (see, e.g., [3]).

In a forthcoming paper [10], we prove the same theorem in the non-symmetric case, where the bilinear
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form E need not be symmetric, and furthermore is allowed to be time dependent. This corresponds roughly
to considering PDE of the form ∂tu = Lu where L, instead of being the Laplacian, may be any second-order
elliptic operator in divergence form whose coefficients are locally bounded measurable functions of time
and space. In particular, L need no longer be self-adjoint. This case is more complicated for a number of
reasons; for example, the connections with probability theory and stochastic processes begin to break down,
and it becomes more difficult to determine what assumptions are needed to rule out pathological behavior.

A major topic of interest in Dirichlet spaces is the study of functional inequalities, such as Poincaré,
Harnack, Nash, and Sobolev inequalities, and their relationships with other properties of the space, such as
bounds for the heat kernel, and the rate of measure growth of metric balls. In many cases, certain of the
these properties are known to be equivalent. A notable example is the equivalence of:

1. Volume doubling and a scale-invariant Poincaré inequality;

2. A scale-invariant parabolic Harnack inequality;

3. Upper and lower Gaussian bounds for the heat kernel.

See [19], [13] and references therein. A space with any (hence all) of these properties is said to be of
Harnack type. An ongoing project is to investigate families of Dirichlet spaces which satisfy these equivalent
properties uniformly across the family. Potential examples include manifolds evolving under geometric
flows such as Ricci flow; understanding when the flow preserves the Harnack-type property could shed light
on the qualitative behavior of the flow.

A particular interest of mine is heat kernel analysis on sub-Riemannian manifolds [17]. These are a
generalization of Riemannian manifolds in which the geometry is allowed to be degenerate, and the metric
is only defined in certain directions. Such structures often arise in control theory, when one wishes to
control a system whose configuration space is of higher dimension than the number of inputs.1 Like a
Riemannian manifold, a sub-Riemannian manifold M has a canonical (sub-)Laplacian ∆; however, unlike
the Riemannian case, ∆ is generally not an elliptic operator, because its principal symbol is only positive
semidefinite. However, excluding certain trivialities, ∆ enjoys the weaker property of being hypoelliptic,
and in some sense is “not too degenerate.” As ellipticity is a common assumption in classical PDE theory,
one typically has to do more work to prove theorems in the sub-Riemannian context.

In my dissertation [7] and related papers [8, 9], I consider a class of sub-Riemannian manifolds based
on nilpotent Lie groups, and study their associated heat kernels. Nilpotent Lie groups are in some sense
a model for sub-Riemannian manifolds in the same way that Euclidean space is a model for Riemannian
manifolds [18]. My papers considered a particular class of step-2 nilpotent Lie groups G known as H-type
groups (introduced in [14]), which are generalizations of the classical Heisenberg groups, distinguished by
the possibility of having a center of dimension greater than 1. The simplest example is the three-dimensional
Heisenberg group H1, which can be identified with the multiplicative group of upper-triangular 3 × 3 ma-
trices with 1’s on the diagonal. Such groups can be equipped with a natural sub-Riemannian geometry and
corresponding sub-Laplacian operator L. The hypoellipticity of L guarantees the existence of a smooth heat
kernel pt(x, y) = etL/2δx(y), which is the fundamental solution to the heat equation (∂t − L)u = 0 on G. Also
associated to the operator L is a stochastic process Wt which plays the role of Brownian motion (see Figure
3), and is related to the so-called Lévy area process of classical Brownian motion.

1For example, one could consider a car to have a 4-dimensional configuration space, specifying its position in the plane and the
orientation of the car and its wheels. This system is controlled by only 2 inputs: the accelerator and the steering wheel.
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Figure 3: Brownian motion in the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group H1.

The main result of my paper [9] was to prove the gradient inequality

|∇etL/2 f | ≤ CetL/2 |∇ f | , (1)

where ∇ is the sub-gradient associated to the sub-Riemannian geometry on an H-type Lie group G. Esti-
mates such as (1) are of great interest, since they imply a number of other important functional inequalities,
including isoperimetric and logarithmic Sobolev inequalities [2]. Inequalities of this type have long been
known to hold for elliptic Laplacians on Riemannian manifolds satisfying a Ricci curvature lower bound
[1], but are inapplicable in this sub-Riemannian context, for which one can show that the Ricci curvature
is in a sense −∞. My work extended a corresponding result for the classical Heisenberg group previously
obtained in [15, 2]. Also, techniques of stochastic analysis including Malliavin calculus have proved fruitful
for related problems, such as in [6], and I continue to be interested in further possible applications of such
methods.

An essential ingredient in the proof of the gradient inequality (1), and of interest in its own right, was to
establish precise pointwise upper and lower bounds on the heat kernel pt in an H-type group. It is known
[20] for a general class of hypoelliptic operators that the heat kernel pt(x, y) is bounded above and below
by functions of the form C(t)e−d(x,y)2/ct, where d is the sub-Riemannian or Carnot-Carathéodory distance
function d associated to the sub-Riemannian geometry on G (see Figure 4). However, for the proof of (1),
it was necessary to obtain more precise bounds, with the same constant c in the exponents of the upper
and lower bounds, and explicit knowledge of a slowly varying correction factor; such bounds do not follow
from the general theory. Using carefully controlled steepest descent methods and a dimension-dependent
Hadamard descent argument, I showed in [8] the desired bounds

C1Q(t, x, y)e−d(x,y)2/2t ≤ pt(x, y) ≤ C2Q(t, x, y)e−d(x,y)2/2t (2)

with the slowly varying factor Q given explicitly. The special case of the classical Heisenberg groups had
been addressed in [16], but the more general H-type case I studied is considerably more involved due to the
center of the group having arbitrary dimension.

An ongoing project of mine, joint with B. Driver [4], is to study infinite-dimensional analogues of these
and related problems. A theory of elliptic operators on a class of infinite-dimensional nilpotent Lie groups,
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Figure 4: Cutaway view of the unit sphere in the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group H1, with respect to the
sub-Riemannian or Carnot-Carathéodory distance d. Also shown are two examples of geodesic curves in
this geometry.

modeled on abstract Wiener space, has recently been introduced in [5], with results such as Cameron-
Martin theorems, Fernique theorems, and logarithmic Sobolev inequalities; corresponding questions for
hypoelliptic operators are natural, and are a focus of my current research. The gradient estimate (1) is
of particular interest in light of the logarithmic Sobolev inequality which it implies; this result is of key
importance in infinite dimensions where classical Sobolev inequalities break down. A possible first step in
this direction involves deriving a formula for the heat kernel of an infinite-dimensional hypoelliptic operator,
analogous to known results for finite dimensions. In all of these problems, a key difficulty is that infinite
dimensional spaces do not admit a Lebesgue measure, and so many results must necessarily take a different
form than their finite-dimensional analogues.

Thanks to the probabilistic interpretation available for questions in heat kernel analysis, it is often pos-
sible to use simulations and other computational methods to test conjectures, produce visualizations, and
search for counterexamples. Such projects could easily be approached by students without requiring an ex-
tensive background in analysis or geometry, and would be a natural opportunity for undergraduate research.
For example, in the case of the Heisenberg group, there is some interest in the shapes of the level sets of
the hypoelliptic heat kernel, and how they relate to the balls of the sub-Riemannian distance; numerical
evidence would be useful here.

Going forward, the field of heat kernel analysis contains many interesting questions and opportunities for
future research. For instance, as mentioned above, the study of hypoelliptic operators in infinite dimensions
is just emerging and has the potential to be very fruitful. Likewise, the study of potential theory on Dirichlet
spaces, both in general and in many specific examples, has many open problems and connections that are
waiting to be established. This is an active field, with a substantial research community of mathematicians
old and young, and I expect it to be conducive to a successful research program for decades to come.
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